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Echelon Styles 

 

Classic Style 
Our Classic style is a classic look with a pressed spear adorning the picket 
top, appearing through the top rail. This ever popular style is perfect for 
many   Due to the uniques construction design, Echelon is one the strongest 
residential aluminum fences on the market today when compared to other 
brands.  It is available in 2 or 3 rails with a flush bottom rail option, as well. 
 Decorative rings and scrolls can be added for a more ornate look. For the 
safety of your pets, a Puppy Panel configuration is available that features a 
narrowed airspace on the lower half of the panel. 
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Majestic Style 
Majestic’s  smooth top rail feature is ideally suited for a vaiety of 
applications including swimming pools.  Reinforced posts, patented rail 
design and 3/4 -inch pickets result in one of the strongest  aluminum fences 
in the industry.  Majestic is available in 2 or 3 rail configurations with or 
without a flush bottom rail.  In addition, decorative rings and scrolls can be 
added for a more customized look.   For the safety of your pets, a Puppy 
Panel configuration is available that features a narrowed airspace on the 
lower half of the panel. 

 

 

Genesis Style 
Genesis style features the traditional look of a squared off picket design 
through the top rail reminiscent of traditional wrought iron.  For a more 
custom look, a selection of finials, decorative rings and scrolls can be 
added.   Genesis features reinforced posts, specially extruded rail and ¾ -
inch pickets  and is available in 2 or 3 rails, with a flush bottom rail 
option. For the safety of your pets, a Puppy Panel configuration is 
available that features a narrowed airspace on the lower half of the panel. 

 

 



 

Conqueror Style 
Ameristar’s Majestic and Classic styles combine to create Conqueror.  
Popular for pool or backyard fencing, Conqueror provides a smooth top rail 
and a pressed spear look by alternating every other picket, one moving 
through the middle rail to the top rail with the next below the top rail as a 
pressed spear.  Because of our superior rail, post and picket design in 
Echelon Plus, Conqueror is one of the strongest ornamental aluminum 
fences on the market . 

 

 

Monarch Style 

Monarch is designed primarily for pool fencing where the need for 

both a smooth top and flush bottom rail is required.  Available in four 

and four-and-half foot heights, Monarch is designed to meet the vast 

majority of local swimming pool codes. Check with your local authority 

prior to installation for details on local codes for pool fences. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Montage Residential Steel      
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Montage Styles 

 

Classic Style 

This through picket style with a pressed spear adorning the top 

provides the classic look, by which it gets its name.  Classic is one of 

the most popular styles, timeless in its design. Classic is available in 

2 or 3 rails, with either standard bottom or flush bottom rail.   

 

 

Majestic Style 

Majestic style presents a smooth top rail ideally suited for  a wide 

variety of applications. This popular style, simplistic in its design, is 

perfect for a wide variety of applications, including swimming pools.  

Majestic is available in 2 or 3 rail selections with or without a flush 

bottom rail. 
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Genesis Style 

Genesis is a squared top, through picket style which provides a 

traditional look of wrought iron fences. For a more customized look, 

Genesis is the perfect choice as decorative finials, rings and butterfly 

scrolls can be added. Genesis is available with 2 or 3 rails and the 

choice of standard or flush bottom rail. 

 

 

Warrior Style 

Like our Classic style, Warrior is a through picket style with a pressed 

spear adorning each picket top. Warrior's picket tops, however, 

alternate in height providing a unique look across the panel not seen 

with many ornamental fences. Two or three rail options are available 

along with adornments such as rings and it even comes with a flush 

bottom option. 

 

 

 

 


